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Session IV 
Cooperation in Western and Northern Eu-

ropean Border Regions

13:30 Luca Argenta 
Borders: merely mental images of politi-
cians? The case of South Tyrol: a history 
of a borderland

Are borders merely images of politicians, a politi-
cal construct and an imagined projection of terri-
torial power? In order to answer this question, the 
case of South Tyrol will be taken into account. A 
big part of its population wants more autonomy 
or even the split from Italy whereas the Italian 
government’s position is that the region belongs 
to the Italian State. The case study of this region 
and the sub-question - according to the histori-
cal, political, linguistic and economic relations, 
is the Italian government fair? – will be funda-
mental for answering the above main question.

14:00 Kristján Kristjánsson 
Cross-Border Cooperation on the Western 
Borders of the EU: Norway and Sweden

This paper will address the matters related to cross-
border cooperation between a EU member state and 
a non EU member state on the western borders of 
the EU: the cases of Norway and Swede. These are 
two developed Scandinavian states with long tradi-
tion of democracy and cooperation. The main focus 
will be given to the analysis of whether the both 
are dependent on or independent from each other.

Session V 
Non-EU borders

14:30  Rukhshona Shokhumorova 
The Socio-Economic  Impact of Cross-
Border Trade in the Afghan-Tajik Border 
Region

The presentation will briefly explore the effects of 
cross-border trade (CBT) on the cooperation be-
tween the border populations of Afghan Badakh-
shan and Gorno-Badakhshan in Tajikistan. The aim 
is to analyze the potential grounds for cooperation 
and rehabilitation of historical, socio-economic and 
family ties across the Badakhshani Communities.

15:00 Ana Dunaf 
Western Sahara - political deadlock?

Why is Western Sahara still called the last colony 
of Africa, and which future options lie in front 
of it, given the political deadlock? The presen-
tation will try to make an in-depth analysis of 
the current situation and challenges in the re-
gion, and identify possible levers of transform-
ing Western Sahara into a developed region, 
despite the unsolved political predicament.

15:30 Evaluation and closing words by 
Associate Prof. Martin Klatt
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9:00 Greetings by Elisabeth Vestergaard 
Director, Department of Border Region 
Studies at the SDU

9:15 Associate Prof. Katarzyna Stokłosa 
Why this seminar?

9:30 Prof. Dr. Steen Bo Frandsen 
About Borders

Session I 
Migration at the external borders in the 
Mediterranean and regional identity

9:55 Maximilian Zellmer 
The two Faces of EU Migration Policy: 
Protection or Liberalization?

The external borders of the European Union (EU) in 
the Mediterranean are under severe liability. The 
effects of irregular immigration movements along 
the Italian and Spanish coast have called for more 
attention on part of the European policy makers. 
The situation at the external borders is perceived 
as a security threat and results in a sharper border 
protection promoted by the EU. The paper is aimed 
at discussing the dichotomy of the EU Migration 
Policy with the aspiration for a consolidation of 
the “gate-keeper” role on the one hand, and the 
diplomatic rapprochement between the EU and its 
northern African neighbors to have a more effective 
migration policy on the contrary. An emphasis will 
be put on the EU Mobility Partnership with Tunisia.

10:20 Patrícia Barbosa 
Regional Identity in the  
Euroregion Galicia – North of Portugal

Do the conditions for the construction of a re-

gional identity in the Euroregion Galicia – North 
of Portugal exist? What has been the role of the 
Euroregional actors in the construction of that 
identity? These are some of the questions that will 
be empirically approached in this presentation. 
The historical, linguistic, cultural, religious, etc. 
commonalities and the hindrances to the build-
ing of that identity are some of the empirical as-
pects that will be brought to this presentation.

10:45 Coffee Break

Session II 
Cross-Border Commuters in Western and 

Eastern Europe

11:00 Kristin Hirschmann 
Students between cross-border com-
muting and living in the border region of 
Sønderjylland - Schleswig

The paper will deal with cross-border commut-
ing among German students commuting from 
Germany to Denmark in the border region of 
Sønderjylland and Schleswig as well as German 
students living in Sønderborg who do not com-
mute to attend their higher education. The pur-
pose of this paper is to find out the main rea-
sons for the decision whether to commute or not.

11:25 Elina Volgemute 
The inhabitant perception of Valka/Valga 
merging in to one city

The aim of this paper is to provide an insight 
of Valka/Valga through the eyes of its inhab-
itants. After signing the border cooperation 
treaty in 1995 – the twin city Valka/Valga has 

been presented as a successful, developing city 
which has only improved ever since. Therefore 
it is the intent of this paper to provide an ex-
tensive research to show the present situation.

Session III 
Non-EU border exchange

11:50 Anders Dohn Sonne 
Crimea and Sovereignty - a necessary 
discussion

Using the current crisis in Crimea as a case, this pa-
per will set out to analyze different aspects of the 
current crisis, namely the right of sovereignty, the 
right of minorities and the right to self-determi-
nation. The paper will take maters of international 
law and modern sociological research into terms. 

12:15 Stanislava Dovhunová 
Slovak-Ukrainian border and its illegal 
activities - development in the border re-
gion after extending the Schengen Area

The aim of the paper is to provide an overview 
of the current situation of illegal activities tak-
ing place in the Slovak-Ukrainian border region. 
The area is located in an attractive geographi-
cal position; the border is dividing two lagging 
regions of each country. These and many other 
specifications clearly favoured the smuggling and 
human trafficking in the past. It is therefore the 
intention of this work to show what has changed 
since Slovakia joined the Schengen Area and af-
ter considerable investments have been invested.

12:40 Lunch Break


